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Convert website 
visitors to customers
Typically, a website is a fundamental tool for generating 
leads and ultimately securing new customers. Gone are the 
days of businesses referring to their website simply as their 
shop window. The fact of the matter is that it should be the 
central cog to your sales and marketing process. 

Businesses that haven’t stepped up in this way are losing 
out to their competitors. By following these nine essential 
steps you can begin your journey of effectively converting 
website visitors into customers.



Drive quality traffic to your 
website in the first place

TIP 1

There are a number of ways that you can drive traffic to 
your B2B website, including digital display advertising, PPC, 
email marketing, social media and by having a website that’s 
properly optimised for SEO.

Don’t simply choose one tactic and focus on that; the 
right traffic will need to come from a variety of sources 
and channels. You should approach the marketing mix 
holistically.

By choosing the best keywords for your SEO strategy, getting 
your digital advertising brand awareness right and engaging 
with potential customers on social media, you’ll drive high 
quality traffic to your site and give yourself the best chance 
of monetising it.



Prospect to lead – when a website visitor sees that you 
have a mailing list or helpful content for example, they 
sign up to your list or download your whitepaper.

Lead to customer – an already engaged user that’s 
signed up to your emails, reads your blogs and 
interacted with you on social media parts with their 
cash and buys something from you or signs up for your 
services.

Consider the type of 
conversions you require

TIP 2

This can usually be split into two categories:

Both will play their part in your B2B strategy and should co-
exist, although lead to customer will be the most important 
conversion to get right for ROI.



Segment your audience
When potential customers visit your website, they’ll all be 
at different stages of their customer journey. That means 
that they require different approaches from you and specific 
tactics to help them along their path to purchase.

The first stage is to segment your audience and define what 
their needs are.

Users that land on your homepage may be at the start of 
their journey and be looking for more information about your 
business. Those reading your blog posts might need more 
in-depth thought-leadership content, while anyone viewing 
your case studies or evaluating your product pages may 
benefit from a free trial.

The same goes for your email lists. Users will have signed up 
for a variety of reasons. Some may be returning customers 
who’ve done so as part of making a purchase, others may 
be closer to the top of the funnel providing their email when 
downloading a whitepaper or e-book.

TIP 3
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Use Retargeting to 
help your users
Once you’ve segmented your audience based on what 
they engage with on your website, you need to give them 
something extra. Crucially, it’s all about assisting them and 
providing value.

If you’re not offering your potential customers value, they’ll 
be unlikely to convert with you in the long run.

If a user has engaged with one of your blog posts, provide 
them with an ad that gives more information about your 
services. If they landed on the homepage, consider how an 
ad including one of your lead magnets could convert them 
from prospect to lead. The user that may be interested in 
your services, but unsure exactly how it could benefit their 
business will likely respond to an ad offering them a free trial.

Segmenting your audience will always be your first step.
A strategic approach to Retargeting 
is what will drive those all-
important conversions.

TIP 4



Further understand 
your users
Who is your ideal customer? What value will 
your business bring to them? How can you 
work together to achieve their objectives?

Defining your ideal customer is essential to 
ensure that your website really caters to their 
needs. Use as much data as possible to drill 
down into your customer demographics, 
whether the analytics from your website 
or the reporting from your previous digital 
display campaigns. Use this to define those 
users that are of the most value to your 
business.

Once you know what makes them tick, what 
issues they face and problems they have, you 
can set about creating content that answers 
the questions they have and helps them. 
That’s where you can really add value to your 
audience.

A full understanding of your customer should 
also help you define your tone of voice, as 
well as create your ongoing content strategy.

Remember, each piece of content you create 
should always cater to your audience’s needs 
and add value. 

Start by optimising your landing pages to 
account for the following: 

TIP 5
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Illustrate work you’ve done 
for previous customers
Consider the mindset of your website users. If you get the 
content on your service pages up to scratch, they’ll know 
what your business does and how it can help them. 

However, they’ll need more than you simply stating what 
you do. They want evidence. Your case studies are vital to 
back up the statements you make in your service pages. Here 
you’re illustrating your credentials with tangible examples. 

When creating your case studies, it’s tempting to concentrate 
on the process. After all, you likely put a lot of hard work into 
the way you approached it. This isn’t necessarily the main 
interest of your potential customers. For them it’s all about 
results. By making your case studies results driven and clear, 
you’ll stand out from your competitors. 

TIP 6



Prospects will likely appreciate the potential to try your 
product before they commit for the long term. Free trials can 
be beneficial for potential customers in the fact that:

Consider free trials
TIP 7

They don’t feel anxious about commitment & can cancel 
if they’re not impressed or feel it isn’t for them.

You will be demonstrating faith in your product.

You’re enabling them to test a variety of products and 
choose the one which best caters to their needs.



Re-engage with users
You may have converted them from a prospect to lead in 
the first place and they signed up to your emails, but their 
engagement levels may have dropped off. There is still the 
chance to convert them to a customer if you’re the right fit for 
them and vice versa. 

Again, Retargeting is a valuable tactic to re-ignite their 
interest in your business. 

TIP 8



Obsess over your 
landing page testing
To get your website in the best shape for converting 
customers, your landing pages will need to perform. 

A/B testing will help you discern exactly what works. Push 
two versions of the same landing page live, but just change 
one element, such as your call to action, headline, or where 
you place the sign up form. By running both, you’ll be 
able to gather data on which performed better at driving 
conversions.

Converting website visitors into new customers is a scientific 
art. Test our tips and monitor your conversion rates so you 
can start to understand the winning tactics your business can 
deploy to convert visitors into paying customers.

TIP 9
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Talk to us about 
your digital 
advertising
The award winning Fluid Ads 
solutions offer rich functionality, 
providing a range of ways to 
improve digital advertising and 
marketing team productivity.

Contact us today to learn how Fluid Ads can 

revolutionise your ad strategies and boost 

your conversions.
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